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Overview
Slightly tricky spot currently. Markets have had nice rally off the lows. If you follow IBD and the follow through day concept, hopefully you bought some breakouts 
that followed. If so, chances are you are having a good month. As I continue to monitor these names, many are extended from their 10-week SMA. New entries, at these 
levels, seems aggressive given the current backdrop of the overall markets. There are new bases forming and many names are approaching their pivot points. However, 
we are entering a week very heavy on earnings, making the situation even more murky. 

Full disclosure: Personally, I am very long at the moment. Fresh entries will be very hard for me to justify. This might be a great week to manage the cash I already have 
at work and monitor the markets without starting many new operations. I never want to tell anyone what to do. What follows are some of my jumbled thoughts and 
areas that look interesting to me. Making it more difficult is many names that are approaching pivot points have had strong runs from deep moves lower. These entries 
are more prone to failure then those that are approaching buy points from solid, multi-week bases. 

I threw this together for fun and idea generation. Nothing in here is intended as recommendations to buy and sell. I hope you find some value in the following pages. As 
we get through earnings, I intend to have more fun with this and build it out more to focus on the leading stocks, in the leading groups. However, I will never give trade 
recommendations. What's included:

• Quick recap of SPY

• (Long until proven wrong) 

• Leading industry groups

• ( Computer Sftwr- Medical, Enterprise, Telecom, Gaming, Retail- Internet and more) 

• Leader List- Names that have broken out- I continue to monitor these names for adds, fresh buys, and help gauge the overall risk appetite of the market. This is still 
the area where I believe the strongest names are, and focus should not be taken off of. 

• (LVGO, SHOP, QDEL, FIVN, SGEN, PETS, TDOC, IPHI, QLYS, FNV, DOCU, OKTA, PDD, AMZN, WING, VEEV, SE, NTDOY, DXCM and more)

• Names approaching pivot points

• (SWCH, WING, NLOK, CABO, SE, ZYXI, TEAM, SLP, TW, NTES, GMAB, COUP, AVLR, BILI and more) 

• Quick breakdown of Gaming Sector

• ATVI, EA, TTWO, NTDOY, NTES

• Earnings provided by Earnings Whispers (@eWhispers) on twitter

• Very heavy week of earnings. Thank you Earnings Whispers for your work. 



SPY finished the week slightly down. Held 

the ascending 10ema and closed Friday with 

decent strength. Breakouts still holding, new 

ones are setting up. Some weakness is being 

noted under the surface while sentiment 

might be getting stretched a bit on the 

bullish side. Big week of earnings ahead.

K.I.S.S- If summation index is in buy mode, 

breakouts are holding and SPY is above the 

ascending 10ema, I will continue to be 

bullish. 



Industry Groups- IBD MarketSmith



Leader List

Continue to monitor for additional adds in existing positions and new buys on continuation pivot points or pullbacks



Names approaching new highs and/or pivots

Quick take 

CABO- Big weekly volume

NTES- Gaming sector looks interesting

COUP & TEAM- Will they follow other cloud name breakouts?

NLOK- Strong close Friday with multiple accumulation days and pocket pivot















Computer Software- Gaming

Group as a whole as shown strength over last month. EA, ATVI and NTDOY have broken their pivot points and consolidating 

nicely right above support (next slide). TTWO and NTES are below pivots and are also showing nice consolidations. As long as 

EA, ATVI and NTDOY hold their pivots, I would error on the side of higher prices for this group. 



ATVI, NTDOY, EA, NTES




